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We create, record, mix and master the new Music at Studio2.
Our new Music service offers clients the opportunity to choose a style to suit their project, app, documentary, film.
We have a team of classically trained musicians to choose from on each project.
Our Pro Tools studio is equipped with the best analogue & digital technology available.
Clients have the option to attend Studio2 in person or online.

Each job is unique. Contact us for a quote. 
 
We issue you with a Studio2 password.
We require 50% advance payment.
We email a link to the new music for your approval. 
The mixed wav file is ready for download on receipt of final payment.
Ask about our online mastering service.

 
Interaction with the music production team
Average turnaround of 14 days - depending on project brief
Mixed wav file ready for download on approval 
One set of revisions allowed on request
 

String Arrangements
 

We offer a string arrangement service. 
This is in addition to our mixing & mastering services. 

Peter Joyce TCD is our string arranger. 
Peter’s advanced skills combined with our extensive orchestral sample library 

allows us to orchestrate the ideal string arrangement for your music
 which we add to the final mix
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Mixing
 
Our mixing service offers musicians & producers the opportunity to have their music mixed by Aidan McGovern 
at Academy of Sound Studio2 in Dublin, Ireland. 
Our clients include the Cranberries, Lisa Stansfield, the National Film Orchestra, 
The Arts Council, Arista Records and many more. Our Pro Tools mixing studio is equipped with the best analogue 
& digital technology available:Antelope, Bricasti, dbx, Empirical Labs, Eventide, Manley, Neumann, 
Neve, SSL, Summit Audio, TC Electronic, TLAudio and Yamaha. 
Clients have the option to attend Studio2 Mixing in person or online.

Each job is unique. Contact us for a quote. 
We require 50% advance payment.
We issue you with a Studio2 mixing password.
Follow the instructions on our mixing portal and upload your music files.
We will email a link to the finished mix for your approval.
The mixed wav file is ready for download on receipt of payment.
Ask us about our mastering service. 

Mixing services include:

Interaction with the mixing engineer
Average turnaround of 10 days - depending on project brief
Mixed wav file ready for download on approval 
One set of revisions allowed on request

String Arrangements
 

We offer a string arrangement service. 
This is in addition to our mixing & mastering services. 

Peter Joyce TCD is our string arranger. Peter’s advanced skills 
combined with our extensive orchestral sample library allows 
us to orchestrate the ideal string arrangement for your music 

which we add to the final mix
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Mastering is the final stage in the music production process. 
It involves advanced compression, equalisation, limiting, monitoring and AD/DA conversion techniques.
The listening skills of a professional mastering engineer are crucial to the production.
We master at Academy of Sound Studio2 using the very best mastering equipment available in the music industry: 
Antelope, Manley, Neumann, Neve, Ozone 7, SSL and more. This equipment is used to process and convert your 
mix into a professional final master. We edit, polish and compile the tracks in the requested production running 
order. Our mastering grade Antelope Pure2 convertors ensure your music is mastered and converted at the highest 
professional audio quality and sounds equally good in every format.
Clients have the option to attend Studio2 Mastering in person or online.

Each job is unique. Contact us for a quote. 
 
We require 50% advance payment.
We issue you with a Studio2 mastering password.
Follow the instructions on our portal and upload your music files.
We email a link to the finished master for your approval.
The mixed wav file is ready for download on receipt of payment.
Release your mastered music with confidence.

Mastering services include:
 
Interaction with the mastering engineer
Guaranteed turnaround of 10 days
Mastered WAV file ready for download on approval 
One set of revisions allowed on request

 
Audio Restoration

 
We offer an audio restoration service. 

We can restore audio from 1/4 inch analog tape
 and most other formats including all digital files.

We have provided audio restoration services for individual artists
 and also to the Irish Arts Council, ITMA.

 
Contact us for further details. 
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Post Production
 
Studio2 Post Production services include ADR, Voiceover, Ambience, Foley, new Music & Mixing.
Our Pro Tools studio is equipped with the best analogue & digital technology available.
All aspects of each project are completed at Studio2.
Clients have the option to oversee the Studio2 post production process in person or online

Each job is unique. Contact us for a quote. 
 
We require 50% advance payment.
We issue you with a Studio2 password to upload your project.
We email a link to the work in progress for your approval.
The master version is ready for download on receipt of final payment.
Ask us about our online mastering service.

Studio2 Post Production services include:

Interaction with the engineer
Typical turnaround of 21 days - depending on the project brief
Mixed file ready for download on approval 
One set of revisions allowed on request Peter Joyce TCD is our string arranger. 
Peter’s advanced skills combined with our extensive orchestral sample library allows us to orchestrate the ideal 
string arrangement for your music which we add to the final mix.
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online new Music

online mixing

online mastering

online audio post production



AKG C414
Fender Twin 
gibson J45
ludwig drums 

neumann KH 120A
roland v-synth
telecaster 

vox AC30
neve 9098
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ADR Recording
One Hour - €100*
One Day - €450*

Vocal 
One Hour - €75*
One Day - €450*

Studio
One Hour - €75*
One Day - €450*

Mixing
max. 8 tracks - €195*
max. 24 tracks - €295* 
max. 48 tracks - €395*
over 48 tracks - quote

Engineer 
One Hour - €75*
One Day - €450*

Master
€75* per song

* all rates excluding VAT



we call on the

talents of
excellent
musicians
to create
new music



Email: aidan@academyofsound.ie

Phone: 01 473 0700 

10 New Bride Street, Dublin 8, Ireland

www.academyofsound.ie

The Academy Of Sound is located within five minutes walk 
  of Grafton Street and St. Stephen’s Green.

 The Luas, Dart and Dublin Bus lines all stop nearby.
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Aidan McGovern
Director, Academy of Sound

has engineered
and mixed
Cranberries
Lisa Stansfield
and many more





ssl-nucleus
empirical labs distressors 

TL Audio
dbx model 162neve
manley massive passive
33609



analogue warmth
digital clarity
neve 33609
manley massive passive

SSL AlphaLink SX
antelope audio pure2
mastering AD/DA converter & clock


